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Sn.
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1.
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2.
English Language
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No. of Questions Marks
35
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30
35
35
100
100

Durations
20 Minutes
20 Minutes
20 Minutes
1 Hour

REASONING ABILITY
Time: 20 Minutes 3). Statements:
All Biscuits are Chocolates
Some Chocolates are Chips
Direction (1-5): In each question below some statements
are followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You No Chip is Snack
have to take the given statements to be true even if they Conclusions:
seem to be at variance with commonly known facts and I. Some Chocolates are Snacks
then decide which of the given conclusions logically II. No Snacks are Chocolates
follows from the statements disregarding commonly
4). Statements:
known facts.
All Bangles are Anklets
a) If conclusion i only follows
Some Anklets are Bracelets
b) If conclusion ii only follows
Some Bangles are Rings
c) Both conclusion i and ii follow
Conclusions:
d) Either Conclusion i or ii follows
I.Some Rings are Anklets
e) Neither Conclusion i nor ii follows
II.Some Bracelets are Rings
1).Statements:
Some Apples are Grapes
5). Statements:
All Grapes are Papayas
All Mobiles are Laptops
All Papayas are Jack fruits
All Laptops are Palmtops
Conclusions:
Some Mobiles are Tablets
I.All Jack Fruits are Grapes
Conclusions:
II. All Apples are Papayas
I.Some Palmtops are Tablets
II.Some Laptops are Tablets
2). Statements:
All PNP Transistors are NPN Transistors
Some NPN Transistors are Zener Diodes
All Zerer Diodes are Avalanche Diodes
Conclusions:
I. Some Avalanche Diodes are PNP Transistors
II. Some Zener Diodes are NPN Transistors

Direction (6-10): Read the information carefully and
answer the questions given below.
Eight persons P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W are sitting in a
circular table and all of them are facing outside but not
necessarily in the same order. Only two persons sit between P
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and Q. P sits second to the left U. W sits opposite to V. W is
not an immediate neighbor of T. S sits second to right of U. P
is not an immediate neighbor of T.
6).If all the persons are made to sit in alphabetical order
from P in anticlockwise direction, then how many persons
remains in their Position (Excluding P)?
a) One b) Two c) Three d) Four e) None
7). Name the person who sits opposite to Q?
a) T b) R c)U d)V
e)None of these
8).Name the person who sits second to the left of W?
a)T b)P c)S d)R
e)None of these
9). How many persons sits between V and one who faces
U when counter in clockwise direction?
a)One b)Two c)Three d)Four e)None
10). If T related to U, W related to V then who among the
following was related to R?
a) P b)Q c)S d)U
e)None of these
Direction (11-15): In these questions, a relationship
between different elements is shown in the Statements.
The statements are followed by two conclusions. Find the
correct conclusion and choose the correct option
accordingly.
a) If Conclusion i only follows
b) If conclusion ii only follows
c) Both conclusioni and ii follow
d) Either conclusion i or ii follows
e) Neither conclusion i nor ii follows
11). M > O ≥ D = W < P > I; C ≥ V < O
Conclusions:
i). V < W ii). D ≤ C
12).W > E ≤ J < P > F; V ≥ O ≤ T > W
Conclusions:
i).E < F ii). T > E
13).B > E < H > J ≥ R; N < I ≥ F ≤ E
Conclusions:
i). F < B ii).H ≥ N
14). F ≥ R ≤ H>T; M ≤ O>H
Conclusions:
i). O > T ii). M ≥ F

15).V >J ≥ T ≤ H =W; G<P>O ≤ T
Conclusions:
i). O =W ii). W > O
Direction(16-20): Read the following information
carefully and answer the questions given below.
In a certain code,
“I am going to school ” is coded as „lkj nce mju aok nie‟
“I should plan school trip” is coded as „new mor nie mbo
mju‟
“we are going for trip” is coded as „aok mbo ewp vde
qwo‟
“we are excited school trip” is coded as „ewp qwo mbo mie
mju‟
16). If the word ―we can‖ is coded as ‗qwo smk‘ , then what
is the code for the word ―are‖?
a) mor b) ewp c) smk d) qwo e) None of these
17).What is the code for the word ―Plan‖?
a) mju b) mor c) new d) Either B or C e) None of these
18).What is the code for the word “School”?
a) aok b) mbo c) mju d) cannot be determined
e) None of these
19).What is the code for the word “Going”?
a) lkj b) vde c) ewp d) aok e) None of these
20). what is the code for the word “for”?
a) qwo b) vde c) aok d) mie e) Cannot be determined
Direction (21-25): Read the following information
carefully and answer the questions given below.
Seven persons A, B, C, D, E, F and G are working in the
same office. Each of them likes different colorsviz. Red,
Pink, Yellow, Orange, Violet, Indigo and Black. Each of
them will present a paper in different days of a week, starting
from Monday to Sunday. All the above information is not
necessarily in the same order.
Only two persons sit between C and F who attends the
meetingimmediately after B. Only one person will present a
paper between the one who likes Orange and Indigo and
either of them will present it on last day of the week. E will
present the paper on the first day of the week. B presented the
paper on Wednesday andneither likes Violet nor Yellow.
More than two persons sit between the one who likes Pink
and Violet. A likes indigo and G likes Violet. D does not like
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Yellow and will not present a paper on Tuesday. F neither
likes Orange nor likes Yellow. The person who likes Red will
present the paper on Thursday. The one who likes Indigo and
Green will not present the paper on consecutive days.
21). On which day does F present the paper?
a)Monday b)Tuesday c)Wednesday d)Thursday
e)None of these
22). Name the person who likes Green color?
a) E b) B c) F d) A e) None of these
23). If all the persons are made to sit in alphabetical from
Monday to Sundaythen how many of them will remain
unchanged their position?
a)One b)Two c)Three d)Four e)None
24). Five among one was alike in certain way based on
their arrangement. Find the one who does not belong to
the group?
a)EG b)BF c)AD d)CA e)FA
25).The person who presents the paper on Saturday likes
which among the following colour?
a) Violet b) Yellow c) Pink d) Green e) Indigo

29). If all the consonants are changed to previous letter,
and all the vowels are changed to its next letter, then how
many words will contain at least one vowel?
a)One b)Two c)Three d)Four e)None
30).If all the letters in each word are arranged in
alphabetical order and then all the wordsarearranged in
alphabetical order from right to left.Which among the
following word will be third from the left end in the new
arrangement?
a) SAM b) TOG c) TOP d) AOS e) None of these
31). How many such pairs are there in the word
“SOLANACEAE” each of which has as many letters
between them in the word as in the English alphabetical
order (when calculated in both forward and backward
direction)?
a) One b) Two c) Three d) Four e) More than four
32). How manymeaning full words can be formed by
using second, third and twelfth letter of a word
“ENCYCLOPEDIA” (all letters areused only once at a
time)?
a) One b) Two c) Three d) Four e) None of these

Direction (26-30):Study the following information
carefully and answer the questions given below.
SAN MAP TOG TOP SOP AOS

33). A man pointed a woman and introduced her, that
“She is only sister of my mother-in-law‟s husband‟s
brother”. Then how was my wife related to that woman?
a) Nephew b) Niece c) Aunt d) Cannot be determined
26).If first letter of a word is a Consonant, then all the e) None of these
letters in the word should be changed to next letter in the
English alphabet and if the first letter of the word is a Direction (34-35): Read the following information
Vowel then first and last letter of the word should be carefully and answer the questions given below.
interchanged. How many such meaningful words can be Person A started his journey from point X and walked
towards south for 3m then he turned to his left and walked for
formed in the newly formed arrangement?
a) One b) Two c) Three d) Four e) None
5m. Finally he took right and walked for 4m to reach point Y.
Person B started the journey from point Q and walked
towards south for 3m then he turned to right and walked for
27). How many meaningful words can be formed after
5m. Finally he took left and walked for 4m and reached point
alternating all letters in the word which is third from the
P. The Point P located 1m east of Y.
right end?
a) One b) Two c) Three d) Four e) None
34). What is the distance between point Q and X?
28). If first and last letter of each word are interchanged a) 10m b) 5m c) 6m d) 11m e) 12m
and the newly formed wordsare arranged in alphabetical
orderfrom left, then name the word which was placed at 35). What is the shortest distance between point X and Y?
a) √64 b) √74 c) √84 d) √62 e) None of these
second from the left end?
a) SAN b) GOT c) TOP d) MAP e) None of these
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a) abc

b) acd

c) ada d) abd e) No error

41). The budgetary allocation for rural employment(a)/
guarantee remains the same as last year (b)/ even while
nearly Rs.5000 crores remains(c)/ as outstand wage
payments.(d)
a) abc b) bcd c) cda
d) abd e) No error
42). On the taxation front, the benefit of lower corporate
tax(a)/ rate of 25% has been extending to medium-scale
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
companies,(b)/ which is in line with the focus that this
Time: 20 Minutes
government(c)/ has been attaching to the MSME sector.(d)
a) abc b) bcd c) cda
d) abd e) No error
Directions (36-45): Given below are the sentences, which
contain four parts each. There is error in any one part
43). Another big push the infrastructure development through
and the other three parts are correct. Choose the set of
(a)/ the budget—with a record provision of close to Rs 6
correct parts from the given options. If there is no error
trillion that is (b)/ almost 20% higher than at the previous
in any part, choose the option 'no error‟.
year—is an apt growth-booster(c)/ in the current
36). He has sought to project himself in a messianic (a)/ role
by claim that he is not looking (b)/ for power but only
guardians or sentinels (c)/ of the exchequer to prevent
plunder and loot. (d)
a) abc b) bcd c) cda d) abd e) No error
37).The use of martial metaphors and the image of (a)/ a
protector or savior reveals (b)/ a mindset that wants those
governing to (c)/ being patrons and the governed their clients.
(d)
a) abc b) bcd c) cda d) abd e) No error
38).Given the nature of relations among a hero and a fan, (a)/
there is a credible fear that Mr. Rajinikanth‘s presence may
result (b)/ in those backing him losing their political instincts
and remaining blind (c)/ followers with little concern even
for the preservation of their rights. (d)
a) abc b) bcd c) cda d) abd e) No error
39).Finance ministers have to perform a high wire (a)/ act on
budget days — with the demands of important political
interest groups(b)/ pulls them to one side and the more
prosaic task of balancing (c)/ the books pulling them to the
other side. (d)
a) abc b) bcd c) cda d) abd e) No error
40). The tricky issue is how the Modi government (a)/ plans
to meet these spending (b)/ commitments while promising in
(c)/ bring down the fiscal deficit next year. (d)

macroeconomic environment.(d)
a) abc
b) bcd c) cda d) abd

e) No error

44). There are large assets in the gas based (a)/ power plants
which are lie(b)/ idle in the absence (c)/ of gas from
domestic sources.(d)
a) abc b) bcd c) cda d) abd e) No error
45). The conditions governing the grant of the Grain(a)/
Compensation allowance operate with special harshness in
the case of clerks, teachers,(b)/ and other Government
servants belonging to(c)/ what may be termed the lower
middle class.(d)
a) abc b) bcd c) cda d) abd e) No error
Directions (46-50): In the given passage, there are blanks,
each of which has been numbered. Against each five
words are suggested, one of which fits the blank
appropriately. Find out the appropriate word in each
case.
Liberalism is probably more challenged in India today than in
any other democracy in the world. Why? Conservative
communities
……..(46)………
to
have
gained
……..(47)……… power in recent times. Self-proclaimed
custodians of caste and religion are perpetually breathing
down the necks of young men and women, ……..(48)………
who they must meet, converse with, befriend and marry, what
they should eat, wear, watch or read, whether or not they can
use mobile phones, and even where they can go and when.
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By ……..(49)……… on the most intimate relationships of
love and friendship, interfering in matters of pleasure or
habit,
they
suffocate
personal
freedoms
and
……..(50)……… the very basic norms of individual choice.
46). ?
a) appear b ) comes c) issues d) show e) attend
47). ?
a) clear b) untrammeled c) permit d) restricted
e) enslaved
48). ?
a) law b) edict c) dictate d) charge e) prompt
49). ?
a) interfere b) encroaching c) ignoring d) disobey
e) traversing
50). ?
a) violate b) infarct c) withstand d) assist e) purify
Directions (51-60): In each of the question given below
a/an idiom/phrase is given in bold which is then followed
by five options which then try to decipher its meaning as
used in the sentence. Choose the option which gives the
meaning of the phrase most appropriately in context of
the given sentence.

54). Given that this is the last full year Budget by this
government and the first one after the revenue uncertainties
popping up from implementation of the goods and services
tax (GST) reform, there were apprehensions about the
slippages as well.
a) developing b) proceeding c) assurgent d) arising
e) escape
55). Indeed, there are electoral budget cycles in every
democratic polity and considering the dissatisfaction shown
by rural electorate in the recent Gujarat elections, there were
definite pins and needles about fiscal laxity.
a) care b) apprehensions c) foresight d) worry
e) concern
56). The under handedness of 10% long-term capital gains
tax on profits from shares and equity mutual funds could
dampen market sentiment in the near term, but is unlikely to
have any structural impact on domestic equity flows.
a) imposition b) craftiness c) illusion
d) benefit e) demand
57). Equities are favoured by the relatively affluent savers
and alternative financial instruments such as bonds and fixed
deposits have over far higher tax incidence.
a) press b) urge c) invite d) toll e) refuse

58). Moreover, the bulk of new allocations in debt into
Indian equities in the last two years have come from retail
51).The ambitious rural package in this Budget brings in free investors, most of them saving for the long term.
gas connections to three Crore new households, free
a) grateful
b) beholden c) blame
electricity connections to four Crore homes, two Crore new
d) resolved
e) owing
toilets under the Swachh Bharat Mission, higher
micro-irrigation coverage, and so on.
59). Earlier, tax collections were cut apart for the Centre and
a) fetches b) gross c) bear d) produce e) cost
the States. We introduced the Goods and Services Tax
Council through a constitutional amendment and changed the
52). Expectations of an increase in the basic exemption limit pattern of taxation between the Centre and the States.
on income tax have been called in question; instead, a
a) separate
b) abstract
c) severe
standard deduction of 40,000 is back for salaried taxpayers.
d) combined e) together
a) belied b) aid c) negative d) attested e) exploded
60). Arguments against the putting off of simultaneous
53). While it is only fair that the salaried pay income tax on
elections are equally convincing: this goes against the spirit
their net income (after expenses) as the self employed do, this of the Constitution and against the spirit of federalism.
deduction (which also swaps up transport and medical
a) stall
b) holding
c) clinging
reimbursements) is too small to establish real parity.
d) sticky e) freehold
a) redeems b) rings c) repays d) compensates
e) replaces
Directions (61-65): Read the following passage carefully
and answer the questions given below it.
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The calls began shortly after Yulia‘s grandmother died. The
undertaker offered help arranging the funeral, for 47,000
roubles ($800) in cash. She then travelled to Moscow‘s
Khovanskoe Cemetery, where she was offered a discount on
a gravesite—150,000 roubles off—if she could bring cash
within three hours and sign a receipt saying she had paid half
that amount. Yulia (whose name has been changed) and her
family gave in. ―We knew we were paying a bribe, but what
else could we do?‖ To bury a loved one in Russia often
means entering an underworld of corruption and red tape.
The myriad goods and services needed, from preparing the
body for burial to funeral arrangements to carving a
headstone, all represent opportunities for extortion in a
largely informal market. ―Instead of a funeral as a
commercial service, the consumer is offered a strange sort of
quest,‖ writes Sergei Mokhov, editor of The Archaeology of
Russian Death, an academic journal. Official spending on
funeral services reached some 58bn roubles in 2016. But
most of the market—another 120bn-150bn roubles—remains
in the shadows, according to official estimates. Change may
be afoot. President Vladimir Putin in August directed his
government to clean up the industry. The authorities want to
bring revenues into the light and under control of state firms,
such as GBU Ritual, a large provider in Moscow. ―Earlier
when there was lots of oil money, no one wanted to bother
with foul-smelling funerals,‖ notes MrMokhov, but now the
state is looking for resources. An unintended consequence
may be to allow more space for entrepreneurs, who see
opportunities to disrupt Russia‘s most archaic sector. ―This is
practically the last sphere to go through a market transition,‖
says Oleg Shelyagov, owner of Ritual.ru, an innovative
funeral-services provider in Moscow.
Russia‘s history has shaped the industry in unusual ways.
Under the tsars the church oversaw most funerals and
cemeteries. The Bolsheviks nationalised church land and
property, abolished traditional rituals, and decreed that all
citizens must have identical funerals. In practice, however,
the Soviet authorities paid little attention to burial practices.
After the Soviet Union‘s collapse ―absolute bacchanalia‖ and
―absolute banditry‖ took hold, says Vladimir Panin, director
of STIKS-S, one of Moscow‘s oldest funeral bureaus. Over
time some 20 firms, including MrPanin‘s, became
―specialised city services‖, or privately owned firms that the
city licenses as funeral providers in return for a small stake
(no less than 5%). These firms developed a simple business
strategy, paying rent to hospitals and morgues for offices on
the premises, then waiting for the inevitable appearance of
clients. (The city received shares in the firms in exchange for

offering access to state infrastructure.) Their main
competitors have long been ―black‖ agents—independent
operators who buy information on recent deaths from police,
medical and morgue employees (the going rate in Moscow
for this kind of intelligence is 20,000 roubles). These agents
thrust themselves upon relatives of the deceased, often
showing up at home offering help with documents, coffins
and arrangements. They often price services ―by the boots‖—
estimating from the client‘s appearance how much they can
pay. Problems mounted for years with little government
response. The last notable law on the industry passed in
1996. Oversight has been minimal. But Mr Putin‘s order, and
a run of scandals, including a brawl over turf that left three
dead and dozens wounded at Moscow‘s Khovanskoe
Cemetery in 2016, gave impetus to talk of reform. Officials
speak of raising standards, banning funeral agents from
morgues and hospitals, and digitising services.
A handful of newer players have emerged, hoping to speed
the industry‘s transformation. MrShelyagov, a former banker,
acquired a controlling share in Ritual.ru in 2016 and set out
to modernise things. Rather than purchasing death notices or
setting up shop in morgues, Ritual.ru aims to attract
customers with a competitive product and strong branding.
He talks of becoming the ―Coca-Cola in this market‖, but
admits that marketing funeral services is a challenge. ―What
are you going to do, put an ad up for cheap coffins?‖
Ritual.ru has developed two in-house apps: one, inspired by
Uber, connects its network of funeral agents with incoming
orders; a second contains a catalogue where customers can
choose coffins, wreaths and other services, with fixed prices
and the option to pay by credit card. ―Everyone is afraid to
call this business a business,‖ says MrShelyagov. ―But it‘s no
different from any other.‖ Another firm, Chestniy Agent
(meaning Honest Agent), employs drones to map cemeteries,
most of which have few or no records, to find space; their
app links agents with suppliers for coffins and headstones.
Entrepreneurs and established companies must nonetheless
contend with an expansionist GBU Ritual. In 2015 it went
beyond controlling city cemeteries, also taking over spaces in
morgues and hospitals to offer funeral arrangements. ―Why
are there changes? Because someone wants to eat,‖ laments
MrPanin, gazing at two shark heads perched on the shelves of
his opulent office. His company, until recently one of
Moscow‘s largest funeral agencies, is under strain. ―Back in
the ‘80s and ‘90s there were bandits,‖ he says. ―Now there
are the state structures.‖
61). What is true about the funeral business in Russia?
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A) It is very costly to burry loved ones in Russia.
B) Funeral business is under corruption in Russia.
C) This is corrupted and structured business in Russia.
a) Only A
d) A & B

b) Only B
c) A & C
e) None of the above

62). What is the government intention for the funeral
business in Russia?
A) Government want to clean up the industry.
B) Government want to bring revenue into the light of this
sector.
C) Government want to apply tax on this industry.
a) Only A
d) A & B

b) Only B
c) A & C
e) None of the above

63). What is true regarding “black” agents?
A) They buy information of recent death from police,
hospitals and morgue employee.
B) They often contact relatives of deceased.
C) They help relative deceased with all formalities like
coffins, documents and arrangements.
a) Only A
d) A & B

b) Only B
c) A & C
e) All of the above

64). Which of the following can be true according to the
passage?
A) Last notable law on funeral industry was passed in 1996.
B) Funeral industry is full of corruption and red-tapism.
C) Entrepreneurs are showing not interest in this industry due
to corruption.
a) Only A
d) A & B

b) Only B
c) A & C
e) None of the above

65). Which of the following can be the suitable title of the
passage?
a) Makeover of Russian funeral industry.
b) Problem with Russian funeral industry.
c) Corruption in funeral industry.
d) Government‘s carelessness towards funeral industry.
e) None of the above

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE
Time: 20 Minutes
Directions (66-70): What should come in place of the
question mark (?) in the following questions?
66). 12.5 % of 320 +35.5 % of 250 = 21 % of 500 + X
a)25.75 b)25.25 c)23.75 d)23.25
e)None of these
67). 1 (½) +2 (3/7) +6 (2/5) = 3/7 + X + 5/2
a) 7 (2/5)
b) 6 (2/5)
c) 5 (3/5)
d) 2 (7/10) e) None of these
68). 25.5 *23.5 * 105/5 = 1.5 X +584.25
a) 6500
b) 7000
c) 7500
d) 8000
e) None of these
69). 92*812 *(6561 /81) = 32x
a) 16
b) 8
c) 4
d) 12 e) None of these
70). 6/5 of 6210 + 65% of 610 = 4X+ 62.5
a) 1921.5
b) 1946.5
c) 1899.5
d) 1905.5
e) None of these
Directions (71-75): find the missing number in the
following number series?
71). 15.6, 16.3, 17.7, 19.8, 22.6, ?
a) 26.1
b) 25.3
c) 27.4
d) 26.7
e) None of these
72). 750,1125,1500,1875, 2250,?
a) 2555
b) 2975
c) 2625
e) None of these

d) 2875

73). 2, 8, 17, 30.5, 50.75, ?
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a) 80.125
b) 82.125
None of these

c) 82.5

d) 81.125

d) 229 e) None of

Question (76-80): Read the Bar chart given below
carefully and answer the following questions.
Net production of food material in the year of 2017:
Karnataka - 100 tones
Kerala – 150 tones
Tamil Nadu -180tones
Andhra Pradesh – 150 tones
Telangana – 90 tones
Chart show percentage of each food items in total
production and find the Answer for following:

40

30
20

kerala

10
0

Andra
Pradesh

78). What is the approximate percentage of more / less in
total rice production by all states to the total cotton
production by all the states?
a) 19.6 % more b) 19.6% less c) 21.3% more
d)
21.3% less
e) None of these
79). What is the difference of the total production of Rice
in Karnataka and Kerala and cotton in Andhra and
Tamil Nadu to the total wheat production of all the states
together?
a) 57 tones
b) 53 tones
c) 50 tones
d) 58
tones
e) None of these
80). Total production of wheat by all states is
approximately what percentage of total production of all
food items by all states in 2017?
a) 41%
b) 45%
c) 36% d) 39%
e) None of these

karnatak
a
50

Telanga
na

e) None of these
77). What is the respective ratio of rice and wheat
production in Karnataka to cotton and wheat production
in Tamil Nadu?
a) 7:9 b) 9:7 c) 5:9 d) 9:5
e) None of these

74). 9, 5, 9, 25, 91, ?
a) 432
b) 414
c) 420
d) 415
e) None of these
75). 21, 25, 34, 59, 108, ?
a) 218
b) 220
c) 225
these

e)

Tamilna
du
Rice
Wheat
Cotton

76). Rice production in Kerala is what percentage of
cotton production in Karnataka?
a) 180% b) 80% c) 160% d) 60%

Directions (Q. 81-85): In each of the following questions
two equations are given. You have to solve the equations
and give answer.
81).I. X3 - 965 =763 II.Y2 -26Y +169 =0
a) X>Y b) X<Y c) X≥ Y d) X≤ Y
e) X = Y or relationship cannot be established
82). I. X2 – 15X +36 =0 II.Y2 – 23Y +132 =0
a) X>Y b) X<Y
c) X≥ Y d) X≤ Y
e) X = Y or relationship cannot be established
83).I. 9/∛𝒙 - 4 /∛𝒙 = x 2/3
II. y3 – (6*2 /3)7/2 / √𝒚 = 0
a) X>Y
b) X<Y
c) X≥ Y d) X≤ Y
e) X = Y or relationship cannot be established
84). I.4x+2y=10 II. 2x+6y =15
a) X>Y
b) X<Y
c) X≥ Y d) X≤ Y
e) X = Y or relationship cannot be established
85).I. X2 – 4 =0

II.y2 – 5y +6 = 0
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a) X>Y
b) X<Y
c) X≥ Y d) X≤ Y
e) X = Y or relationship cannot be established
Directions (86-70): Read the following table carefully and
answer the following Questions.
The XYZ College conduct National Talent Exam for All
their Students and No. of students appeared and No. of
students passed are given below:

after 5 days. What is the time taken by 4 women and
2 men to complete the remaining work?
a) 31/2 days
b) 33/2 days
c) 35/4 days
d) 35/2 days
e) None of these
92). In an interview, there are 3 persons for final
interview. Selection of first person 2/3, second 4/5
and third is ¾. What is the probability of choosing
any two persons?
a) 11/30
b) 13/30
c) 17/30
d) 19/30
e) None of these

86).What is the total number of students passed in all
93). Rs. 7500 invested in two schemes. One part of
the departments all the given years?
amount is given at 7% rate of interest in simple
a) 2645 b) 2845 c) 2975
d) 2665
interest and another part is at 5% rate of interest at
e) None of these
compound interest. At the end of two years, the total
interest will be Rs. 956.25. Find the amount invested
87). Number of students appeared in B.com (All
in Compound interest?
Years) is approximately what percentage of no .of
a) 2500
b) 5000
c) 1750
students appeared in BBA (All years)?
d) 2750
e) None of these
a) 89%
b) 87%
c) 91% d) 85%
e) none of these
88).Approximately what percentage of more/less in
the total number of 1st year students passed to the
total number of appeared students studying in final
year?
a) 44% more
b) 34% less
c) 44% less
d) 34% more e) None of these
89). Which of the following department has the
second maximum number of students passed in the
examination?
a) B.Com
b) B.A
c) BCA
d) BBA
e) B.Sc
90). What is the difference between total numbers of
students passed in B. Com department to the total
number of students appeared in BBA department?
a) 600
b) 800
c) 700
d) 900
e) None of these
91). 6 men or 8 women can complete the work in 20
days. If 10 women started the work and they left

94). A boat can row in still water in the speed of
16kmph and speed of current will be 4 kmph. The
total distance travelled by him was 96km. What is
the time taken by the boat in upstream speed?
a) 8 hrs
b) 10hrs
c) 6hrs
d) 12hrs
e) None of these
95). The shop keeper sold a book at 10% profit and
another book at 15% loss. He sold both at 10%
profit, then profit will be increased by Rs.150. What
is the amount of profit/ loss occurred in the initial
selling if the cost price of the two books same?
a) 37.5 profit
b) 42.5 profit c) 37.5 loss
d)
42.5 loss e) none of these
96). A, B and C can finish a work in 10 days. A alone
can do it in 24 days while B can do it in 30 days. A
and B work together for 12 days and leave the rest of
the work. It would be completed by C. How many
days will C take to do the rest of the work?
a) 4 b) 6 c) 8 d) 5 e) 7
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97). Two cards are drawn. What is the probability of
choosing a spade card and king card in red from a 52
cards without replacement?
a) 2/107 b) 1/104
c) 1/102
d) 3/102 e) None of these
98). A can fill the tank by 18 hrs and B can fill the
same tank within 12 hrs. There is a leakage in the
bottom of tank which will empty the tank in 24hrs.
All three pipes are opened. What is the time taken to
fill the tank?
a) 9 1/7 hrs
b) 8 5/7 hrs
c) 10 2/7 hrs
d) 10 5/7 hrs e) None of these

99). What is the capacity of cylinder tank whose
radius is 14 cm and height of tank will be 2 times of
the side of square whose perimeter is 24 cm?
a) 7560cm3
b) 7654cm3
c) 6951cm3
d) 7392 cm3
e) None of these
100). Train A can cross a pole in 15 sec and it
crosses a 240 m platform 45sec. then what is the
length of the train?
a) 120cm
b) 240 cm
c) 180cm
d) 160cm
e) None of these
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